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ABSTRACT

In the internet community, the number of users are increasing exponentially by adopting the internet as their daily
resources. More and more number of devices are connected to the internet which are so called Internet of Things
(IoT) in current terminology, thereby the security is becoming the crucial factor in the internet community to secure
the applications, data of the users hosted on the internet. Among the current malwares spreading on internet, botnet
is a still a major threat in cyber security. The botnet malware is different than the other class of the malwares as they
are remotely controlled by the remote attacker known as botmaster.

Here in this paper, a botnet detection framework is presented to detect the botnet through statistical features and
behavior of the network flow. The statistical properties are combined with the network flow analysis to detect the
botnets in a network. The developed model is validated on honeypot traces and it is applicable to detect the botnets
in a single network. The statistical engine is deployed in a network as SPAN port of the switch and it is giving quite
promising results in detection of botnets. As botnet family has specific behavior and there exist adequate similarities
in each botnet that separates the behavior of it from the benign traffic which is key feature to distinguish the botnet
traffic from normal traffic of a network. Here in this paper a subset of features are selected based on wide
experimentations and behavior analysis of botnet families. In the end the evaluation of the developed model is
presented which depict that it is possible to detect botnet through statistical feature analyses in a single enterprise
network.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

In today’s computer network, the size of connected devices in the form of IoTs, ADSL(s), and PLC is
growing in an exponential rate and so are threats to them. The current IT security or security of Internet
connected devices is becoming the prime concern to protect the internet from cyber-attacks. In today’s
scenario, the end users or devices connected to internet are more prone to the cyber-attacks as 1) end user
is less aware about the security techniques 2) connected devices has less in-built security 3) High bandwidth
availabilities. The integration of latest IoT devices to internet keep the user more connected to the internet
and thereby more prone to the attacks. The security of these internet connected devices is becoming the
critical for researchers as due to less secure implementation, these Internet-connected embedded devices,
including Smart TVs, Refrigerators, Microwaves, Set-top boxes, Security Cameras and printers, are routinely
being hacked and used as weapons in cyber-attacks [30-46].

The bot malwares are class of threats spreading on internet which are controlled, monitored and updated
by the remote attackers known as botmaster. In botnet infections, there are two known things so called bot
and botmaster. The bot is a malware is planted on a vulnerable system by botmaster [4]. Bot – it is a new
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type of malware which is installed into the compromised systems and then controlled by the botmaster for
executing some commands which are ordered by the botmaster. [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follow, Section II. presents the overview of related work. Section
III. describes statistical feature analyses. Section IV describes the methodology of implementation. Section
V presented the experimental results and finally in section VI concluded the paper and outline the future
work.

II. RELATED WORK

Saad et al. [19], the features are divided into groups- flow based and host-based, 17 such features are
applied to determine the botnets. Beigi et al. [1] presented the network traffic features of bot malwares and
the subset of most appropriate features are selected specifically for bots.

Basam Sayad et.al. [2], discuss the botnet detection based on network traffic behavior analysis and
flow analysis. In this paper, they propose a new approach to detect the botnet activities based on traffic
behavior and by applying machine learning model.

The authors in [4-11], [13-17] addressed the network based botnet detection method, spam botnet
detection, some of them are independent on protocol used in botnet communications.

Nguyen et al. [18] presented different techniques to recognizing statistical pattern by externally observed
traffic attributes without any deep inspection of the packet payload that can be encrypted. The classification
of network traffic are performed based on different set of attributes such as:

1) Port based attributes are targeted TCP or UDP port number.

2) Statistical based features relate to refer the traffic flow attributes like duration, packet length, and
average time and so on. These attributes defines uniqueness against different application from another
ones.

Author in [23] addressed the botnet detection problem through correlation of IDS events, which give
the promising results for centralized botnet detection. The network dialogs of IDS events are statistically
correlated to determine the botnet infections in a network.

G. Gu et. al [24] presented the BotMiner which is protocol independent framework for botnet
detection. In this they applied the clustering techniques to group the network traffic into different set of
botnets.

Sanjeev Kumar et.al [25-27], [12] discuss the honeynet based malware capturing and then analysis of
captured traffic analysis for botnet signatures. The major restrictions of these techniques is that it may not
be able to detect the encrypted behavior of network traffic and for those malwares which uses the evasion
mechanism as their stealth behavior.

During the research study performed, it was observed that no accurate set of statistical features of
network traffic of botnet families were available for public research and which are less resources intensive
for detection of botnet malware in a single enterprise network. The hypothesis in this that a high resources
intensive attribute cannot be taken as botnet classifier in an enterprise network. Therefore the set of statistical
properties which are relevant for a single network are selected by performing analysis on captured bot
malwares on honeynet.

III. BOTNET DETECTION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we discuss the process of botnet related statistical feature extraction and building database
for selected stats.
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3.1. Creation of Base line environment for botnet detection

To build the baseline environment for botnet detection framework, firstly network traces corresponding
Bot malwares captured on honeynet are processed by applying deep packet inspections and payload analysis.
The statistical behavior properties are identified which determine the botnets. The process of analysis is 1)
First, the complete TCP-handshake connections is identified in a network trace 2) then following traffic
were inspected to see the malware drop as occurred in a botnet infection life cycle 3) In the continuation of
it, the traffic stats were observed corresponding to the IP address identified in a malware drop as shown in
the following snapshot figure 2. 4) The traffic behavior were observed of particular IP address to detect the
anomalous behavior of it as shown in snapshot figure 3.

Figure 1: Botnet Base lining Framework

Figure 1 describe the botnet baseline framework, it has four major modules: bot traffic extractor, statistical
engine (Program), database, Flow based feature extractor. Malware execution module.

Firstly, the statistical model of botnet traffic is developed by extracting the behavioral features of known
botnet traffic captured on a honeynet repository. The large set of network dumps corresponding to the
botnet families are processed to build the statistical engine model. Then the unknown class of malware
samples which has some stealth behavior are analyzed through commercial sandbox solution known as
Threat analyzer. The statistical properties are combined of the both class of malwares in the form a database.

3.1.1. Bot Traffic Extractor

The network traces of honeynet are processed by applying a deep packet inspection to extract the bot
relevant traffic as per the matching criteria of below mentioned feature [22] set in table 1, table 2. The set
of 919 network dumps of size more than 100Kb size are processed to build the statistical analysis engine.
The malware samples which do not have network traces are also processed through sandbox and extracted
the complete behavior of the malware. The traffic dump of indicated Bot malwares are processed to give
the data feed to statistical analysis engine.

3.1.2. Flow Extractor

Flow extractor is a program which extract the network flow of related bot malwares and submit this data set
as feed to model which apply the analysis corresponding to the extracted botnet features. The extracted
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outcome in the form of bot malwares behavior properties are appended into database. To validate the
hypothesis in this module to check the botnet behavior in the traffic, the payload based inspection technique
is applied. The payload inspection technique is resource intensive and very time consuming, thereby this is
only applied to validate the extracted traffic behavior of the bot malware.

3.1.3. Botnet Feature Selection

In the case of botnet based features selection, we find those features which help us to show the flow is
malicious or not. It means feature based selection of network flow can be extracted by analyzing benign
and non- malicious traffic flow. By analyzing all types of flow behavior, we have extracted some features
that show in figure 1 flow is malicious.

3.1.4. Database

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed detection method, database is built which include the
statistical properties of bot malwares as well normal network traces captured on an enterprise LAN network
[30] in cyber security laboratory of CDAC. Some of the traces were recorded in sandbox by re-executing
the malwares, others in real networks.

Figure 2: Flow of Extracting Botnet features to create a baseline data sets

By applying the multiple iterations of above processes, the database has created to record the statistical
results of the botnet families. The detailed behavior analyses in the form of stats of individual bot malwares
are stored in a database to feed it as model engine. The following snapshots depict the database view of the
botnet database. Figure 5 depict the database schema design which is further used for as a direct feed to
intelligent algorithms for detection of botnets.
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By applying traffic analysis on network dumps captured on a honeynet as vulnerable set of machines,
the database is built to

Figure 4: Traffic volume observed in malware drop

Figure 3: Traffic stats of IP observed in malware drop

Figure 5: Database with bot stats
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3.2. Statistical Botnet features

In literatures, there are number of features which often repetitive in various studies. But also there are
number of features which are unique and can be retained as unique feature of botnet. Moreover the new set
of botnet features are observed and incorporated in statistical model which are identified by executing the
real bot samples in controlled environment.

The certain behavior of bot malware is: a) a bot may also inject random number of packets into the
C&C communication to throw off different size packets. This technique, allows to take advantage of the
fact that bots will generate more connections and more flows rather than non-malicious traffic b) the bots
through C&C communication also measure the reconnects and connections through the communication. In
the case of bots, they randomly reconnects again and again for tasks and carries out these tasks, through this
random disconnect a bot will perform some mitigated against the bot activities.

3.3. Feature Selection

For the initial building of the model with available data sets of honeynet, the botnet features are obtained
from literatures. Elaheh Biglar Beigi et.al [1], David Zhao et.al [13] and Matija Stevanovic [12] describe
the behavior features [Table 1] of the bot malware which lead to machine learning based botnet detection.
There are some features which are mostly extracted for every TCP/UDP header flow like source IP, destination
IP, source port, destination port, and protocol. These features are the part of feature vector which capture
the characteristics of single flow.

Over the above mentioned feature set, the more number of statistical features are added into the model
which are extracted from deep investigation of bot malwares captured on honeynet. The complete list of
these features are depicted in table 2. These features are selected by through research experimentations and
analysis of bot traffic captured through implementation of honeypot sensors. The traffic behavior of such
bot samples were analyzed to finalize these features of the botnet traffic. Presently the auto-learning
capabilities are added into the engine by writing a small python program which automatically extract the
flow level features of botnet traffic and append the database. It was also observed that during the research
analysis, few class of malwares were not having network traces on honeypot sensors, thereby those were
re-executed in sandbox environment to study the behavior of them and extract the relevant botnet features.
The network dumps created by sandbox are further processed through the python program to automatically
append the database.

Table 1
Features List of Botnet traffic

Attribute Name Description

Src IP Source IP address

Dest IP Destination IP

Src port source port

Dest port destination port

Name of protocol Transport layer protocol(TCP)

Payload average length Avg. pkt payload length on the network for a particular time interval

Variance of payload packet length Variance of payload pkt length on the network for that particular time
interval

Total no of packets exchanged No. of pkt’s exchanged for particular time interval

Total no of Pkts exchanges/sec No. of pkt’s exchanged /sec for time window T

First packet’s size Size of 1st pkt’s in the traffic flow.

contd. table 1
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Average time interval between pkts Avg. time b/w pkt’s for the time window T

Reconnects attempts No. of reconnects for a traffic flow

Flow count for a single address No. of network traffic from a address over the total no. of flow generated
/ hour

Count of NULL pkts exchanged Count of null pkts exchanged in the network

Count of small pkts exchanged in network Count of small pkts exchanged in the network

%age of small packet exchanged on the network %age of small pkts exchanged

Ratio between the number of incoming over Ratio b/w the no. of incoming pkt’s over outgoing pkt’s exchanged
outgoing packets exchanged

Time Duration Count of time duration

Count of bytes exchanged Count of bytes exchanged in the network

Number of packets exchanged with the same length Total no. of packets exchanged of same size

S.D of packet payload length S.D of pkt’s payload length

Average number of bits / sec Avg. no. of bits/sec in the flow

Average number of packets / sec Avg. number of pkts/sec

Average inter-arrival time of packets Avg. inter- arrival time of pkt’s

Mean of bytes/ sec Mean of total bytes/ sec

Standard of number of bytes/ sec S.D of the total number of bytes/sec

TCP 3 –way handshake TCP 3-way handshake communication

Number of tear down connections No. of tear down connections in the flow

average of duration period Avg. of duration period of the flow

%age of TCP SYN packets %age of TCP SYN packets

%age of TCP SYN ACK packets %age of TCP SYN ACK pkts

%age of TCP ACK packets %age of TCP ACK pkts

% age of ACK PUSH packets %age of ACK PUSH pkt’s

Src IP Source IP address

Dest IP Destination IP

Src port source port

Dest port destination port

Table 2
Added features of botnet traffic

Features Type

Total number of packets Numerical

Layer 7 protocol Numerical

Duration (seconds) Numerical

Average packet payload size Numerical

Total number of bytes Numerical

Average number of bytes/sec Numerical

Average number of bit/sec Numerical

Mean of number of bytes/packets Numerical

Percentage of TCP connections Numerical

Number of null packet exchange Numerical

contd. table 2

Attribute Name Description
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Features Type

Number of small packet exchanged Numerical
Number of large packet exchanged Numerical
Percentage of HTTP response packets Numerical
Percentage of HTTP request packets Numerical
Percentage of GET request Numerical
Percentage of Post request Numerical
Total number of ports Numerical
Total number of DNS packets Numerical
Number of conversation Numerical
Total number of resolved IPs Numerical
Number of average packet exchanged Numerical
Percentage of small packet exchanged Numerical
Percentage of large packet exchanged Numerical

The above mentioned features in table 2, are selected through in depth experimentations and analysis.
For example, the layer 7 based features depict the communication behavior of botnets in application layer
and this is observed in most of the financial botnets to steal the sensitive information from the user. The
user browse the websites which exploit the client side applications and drop a malware into the user’s
machine. This feature is observed in financial botnets.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Initially the set of 5 botnet families known as Tbot, Kelihos cutwail, Blackhole are processed to build the
statistical engine for botnet detection. Following tables indicate the network stats of the botnet families.

Table 3
Botnet families analysed

botnet number of number of TCP number of durations
traces packets connections reconnections (in sec)

Tbot 6908 5290 256 1729
Tbot 5004 3966 181 523
Tbot 8000 6224 352 533
Tbot 4787 3907 208 312
Tbot 13050 10503 1556 5403
kelihos 133 37 6 69
kelihos 13961 13924 697 1091
cutwail 8612 8041 70 75
blackhole 3128 3057 0 105
cutwail 133 13 5 68

Table 4
Traffic stats of botnet families

botnet number of TCP number of durations
traces packets connections reconnections

1 26166 5316 54 63882
2 52332 10636 208 86400
3 60646 12564 229 83240
4 55545 11545 199 81452
5 45489 95245 165 80125
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Table 4 indicate the number of packets in network dumps corresponding to the analyzed botnet malwares.
The number of TCP connections recorded in communications and number of reconnection attempts are
extracted from the network traces.

Figure 7: Botnet families w.r.t botnet features

Figure 6: Traces of Botnet traffic w.r.t selected features

The statistical analytical techniques are applied on extracted data set by R tool. Below figure depict the
attributes of the data set formulated through above mentioned methodology.

The data set is tested for experimentations and loaded into R tool as CSV file and the certain statistical
algorithms were applied to get the accuracy of the data set. The following figure depict the principle
component analysis results produced by the R engine [47].
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Figure 10 depicts the classifier results when the data is loaded with Naïve Bays algorithm. The total TP
rate observed is 88.8 % which is initially good enough but it also require to incorporate data of other bot
malwares.

V. CONCLUTION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the botnet detection based on statistical feature analysis in presented by inclusion of exiting
features of botnet families and adding more botnet network traffic features by performing in depth
experimentations and analysis applied on honeynet data. The statistical engine is developed which is placed
in a network to sniff the traffic and extract the botnet traffic features from a network dumps in near time.
The developed system is producing quite promising results for set of botnet families.

Figure 8: Formulated Data set

Figure 9: Principle component analysis
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In this research, it is observed that by applying a single technique and approach cannot solve the problem
of botnet detection as in this implementation, there is a scope to add the features of DGA and fast flux class
of botnet families. The advance botnets are more encrypted and stealth in nature, thereby detection technique
for these class of bot malware need to be incorporated into this framework. Another limitation of this
research is that more advance set of malwares such APT are not analysed during. The consolidation of the
research data to visualize them as GUI interface is also remained developmental work.
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